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INTRODUCTION 
In earlier publications ([Di] and [Dz]) we investigated the properties of the 
duplicate algebra of a given n-dimensional algebra A over a field F. The idea 
of duplicate algebras originates from genetical studies by Etherington and 
others. For more details cf. [WI, section 6C. We are interested in purely 
mathematical speculations. The following results were obtained: If A is an 
associative algebra, then the duplicate algebra D is 4-associative ([Dt], theorem 
1 and [DJ, theorem 1.1); if A is associative and equipped with a left or right 
regular element, then D is strictly 4-associative and moreover A rD/V ([DJ, 
lemma 4.1 and theorem 4.3), where V is the associator-ideal in D; if A is a 
nonassociative (i.e. not necessarily associative) two-dimensional algebra with 
only zero-divisors, then the duplicate algebra D is associative ([DJ, theorem 
10.1). 
In the present paper we investigate the structure of the duplicate algebra of 
a given algebra in a more general way. We need quite a lot of old ideas and 
theorems. These are collected in section 1. The duplicate of a nonassociative 
algebra A is either associative or not associative. An algebra of the first type 
is called an o-algebra and an algebra of the second type will be called a /?- 
algebra. The necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be an a-algebra are 
derived. 
The mapping a, : D-+A with p( Ci xi @yi) = Ci Xi_Yi defines a homomor- 
phism with Im v, =A2. The structure of A2 is decisive for the properties of D. 
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Fundamental is: If A is a P-algebra, then ker cp =N, the nucleus in D. The p- 
algebra A in which A2 is associative (and so in particular the associative p- 
algebra) leads to a duplicate D in which V/c N. If in the P-algebra A the ideal 
A2 is not associative, the situation is more complicated. A special class of p- 
algebras in which A2 is not associative, is the class of n-associative P-algebras 
(n 2 4). It appears that this type of algebras has a duplicate of similar type, more 
precisely: the duplicate is an m-associative algebra in which m satisfies certain 
conditions. 
Finally the duplicate of an n-PA algebra A is studied. If n I 6, then the ideal 
A2 is associative and if n > 6, then A2 is not associative. Since nilpotency of an 
algebra is a special form of n-prod-associativity, there is a close relation bet- 
ween the results in which A is n-PA and those in which A is nilpotent of index n. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(i) Each (nonassociative) algebra in this paper is an algebra over a field F 
with characteristic # 2, unless mentioned otherwise. 
(ii) If A is an n-dimensional algebra over a field F and A’ is the underlying 
vectorspace, then 
defines’ a multiplication in the tensorproduct A’ @ A’ and so the vectorspace 
A’ @ A’ becomes an n2-dimensional algebra D := A 0 A over F, the duplicate 
(-algebra) of A (nr2). (cf. [DJ, [D2] and [W]) 
(iii) The n-associator (n23) in a ring R is defined by 
n-1 
{ a,,& )...) a,} := c (-l)k+‘{ai,a2 ,..., akak+i ,..., a,} 
k=l 
with (a,,~~} :=ala2 and a1,a2 ,..., a,,eR. 
The n-associator has the following properties: 
n-l 
1 al,a2, . . . . u,} = c {al,a2, . . . . {q_l,ak,~k+l}, . . ..a.) for n 2 4; 
k=2 
n-l 
{ ~,Q~,...,cz~~} = c 
k=O 
for n 2 2; 
{~a2,...,a2~+1 > = ;!I( n,‘)[{a~,...,o2,-2k}(a2.-2k+~,...,~2~+~} 
-ia ,,...,~2n-2k-l}{~2n-2k,...r~2n+1)1 for nrl. 
(cf. [B,] and [R] p. 11 etc.). 
(iv) A ring R is called n-associative, if each n-associator vanishes. R is call- 
ed strictly n-associative, if R is n-associative, provided that at least one of the 
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(n - 1)-associators i  not zero. An n-associative ring R is (n + 1)-associative. (cf. 
PJ, [RI chapter 3, PI, [&I and [&I). 
(v) A ring R is called (3,5)-associative, if each (3-)associator, in which one 
of the entries is itself an associator, vanishes. (cf. [0] and [R] chapter 4 for a 
more general idea of (n, k)-associativity). 
(vi) The ring R is called an n-prod-associative (shortly: an n-PA) ring (n is 
a fixed number r3), if each n-product in R is stable, i.e. independent of the 
bracketing. An n-PA ring is (n + l)-PA and an n-P,4 ring is also n-associative. 
An associative ring=a 3-associative ring= a 3-PA ring. (cf. [B,] and [R] 
chapter 6). 
(vii) The nucleus N of a ring R is the set: 
N is a subring of R. (cf. [BJ and [R] section 1 .lO- 1.16). 
(viii) The ideal, generated by the (3-)associators in a ring R, is denoted by 
V. Each element of V can be written as a finite sum of elements of type 
{R, R, R} and {R, R, R} R. Moreover V is the smallest ideal Z in R such that the 
quotientring R/Z is asssociative. 
(ix) A ring R is (3,5)-associative if and only if VC N. (cf. [B2] p. 466 and 
[R] section 4.6). 
2.GENERAL PROPERTIESOFTHE DUPLICATE 
Let A be an arbitrary n-dimensional algebra over the field F and D its 
n*-dimensional duplicate algebra, then the mapping v, : D + A with p xi (xi 0 
ui) = Ci Xiyi defines a homomorphism with Im v, = A2 (the ideal in A, con- 
sisting of all finite sums of products Xiui), hence D/ker psA*. Obviously 
Z= ker a, is an ideal in D of dimension >n*- n, since dim(A*)ln. 
LEMMA 2.1. oZ=Zo=(O). 
PROOF. Letp= Ci (xi@y;)EDand q= C; (aj@bj)EZ, thenpq= Ci (xiyi)o 
Cj (ajbj) ~0, since Cj (Qjbj)=p[ Cj (aj@ bj)] ~0. Likewise qp=O. (cf. [W] 
theorem 6.14). 
COROLLARY 2.2. (i) The elements of D are zerodivisors. 
(ii) Z= ker Ed G N (the nucleus of D), since (a,, 9, a3> = aI a2 * a3 -al * ~2~3 
certainly vanishes as soon as at least one of the elements Ui of D (i = 1,2,3) 
belongs to Z. 
3.ASSOCIATIVE DUPLICATES 
The duplicate algebra D of a nonassociative algebra A is associative if and 
only if each associator 
vanishes for all Xi, _Yi,Zj, tj, Uk,UkEA. 
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It is sufficient to require that {xi @ Yi, Zj @ tj, uk @ ok} = 0 for all elements in- 
volved, i.e. (Xi_Yi)(Zjtj) @I (ukok)=(Xiyi) @ (Zjtj)(ukuk)* Clearly a nilpotent 
algebra A of index 2,3 or 4 as well as an algebra A in which A2 is nilpotent of 
index 2, fulfil this condition. As a matter of fact A2 = (0) as well as A3 = (0) im- 
ply A4 = (0) and A4 = (0) implies (A2)2 = (0), but note that (A2)2 = (0) does not 
include A4=(0). So we find: 
LEMMA 3.1. If A is a nilpotent algebra with A4=(0) or (A2)‘=(0), then the 
duplicate algebra D is associative. 
EXAMPLES. (i) In [D2], example 8a, the 3-dimensional algebra A with basis 
pI,p2,p3 and basismultiplication pt=p2, p1p2=p3, other products zero, is 
nilpotent with index 4, hence the g-dimensional duplicate algebra D is associ- 
ative. Note that A is strictly 4-PA and hence strictly 4-associative. 
(ii) In [D2], example 8b, the (n - I)-dimensional algebra A with basis 
p,,p2, . . . ,pn _ 1 and basismultiplication pf =p2, p1p2 =p3, . . . ,p& =pk+ ,, . . . , 
p,pn_2=pn_l, other products zero, has the property that (A2)2=(0) for all 
n L 3. Note, however, that A4 # (0) for all n L 5. Anyhow, the duplicate algebra 
D is associative for each n 2 3. 
We now consider the case that A is an algebra, not of the type, described in 
lemma 3.1. Let the duplicate D be associative. Then, in particular, {XiO_Yi, 
Zjo tj, XioYi} =O for all Xi,_Yi*Zj, tjEA, i.e. 
(1) (Xi_Yi *Zjtj> 0 (XiYi) = (XiYi) 0 <Zjtjo XiYi)* 
We assume that all products in (1) are different from zero. Then (1) is an identi- 
ty if and only if there exists an element A E F, such that 
(2) xiyi. zjtj=A(xi_Yi) and Zjtj. Xi_Yi=A(Xi_Yi)* 
As a matter of fact, I depends on the choice of the elements. Similarly {Zj@ 
tj, XioYi, Zj@ tj} =O leads to 
(3) zjtj.xiYi=/~(zjtj) and XiYi*Zjtj=p(Zjtj) with ,DEF. 
From (2) and (3) it follows that A(Xi_Yi)=p(Zjtj), i.e.: each element in A2 is a 
scalar multiple of a fixed element in A2, say pq with p, q E A. In other words: 
If the duplicate D is associative and A is not an algebra with A4= (0) or 
(A2)2 = (0), then A2 must be a one-dimensional ideal in A. And conversely, if 
A2 is a one-dimensional ideal in A, then 
= (cupq~ Ppd 0 (ww) - (am) 0 (PP4 * YP4) 
= afly Km. P4) 0 (Pd - (Pd 0 (Pq. P4)l 
= OlpyWq OP4 -p4 @ml = 0. 
(xi, yj, Zj, tj, uk, uk E A; a, p, y, 6 E F). Hence D is aSSOCiatiVe. Now we Can State 
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THEOREM 3.2. The duplicate algebra D of an algebra A is associative if and 
only if A satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) A4 = (0), (ii) (A*)* = (0), (iii) A2 is a one-dimensional ideal in A. 
DEFINITION. If the duplicate algebra D of a given algebra A is associative, 
then A is called an o-algebra; if D is not associative, then A is called a /?- 
algebra. 
REMRKS. (i) It is easy to check that, if A is an a-algebra, then A* is 
associative. If, however, A* is associative, then A need not be an a-algebra. 
Indeed, an associative algebra with identity element is an algebra in which 
A* = A and the duplicate algebra 0 is strictly 4-associative, hence A is a /3- 
algebra. (cf. [D2] lemma 4.1). 
(ii) In [D2] section 8c we gave an example of a 2-dimensional algebra A 
with basis p,, p2 and basismultiplication 
pkp/ = ,i, &pi (&EF) with AL,+ Li,= 0 for all k, I E { 1,2}. 
It required some calculation to prove that the duplicate D is associative. 
However, applying theorem 3.2, we can now remark that the associativity of 
D is a corollary of the fact that A* consists of elements which are scalar 
multiples of p, -p2 and hence A* is one-dimensional, i.e. A is an a-algebra. 
N.B.: An extension to higher-dimensional algebras fails: Let A be the 3-dimen- 
sional algebra with basis pI,pz,p3 and basismultiplication pf =pl -pz, p2pI = 
p3 -pl , other products zero, then 
pkp[ = i IL/pi (AL,EF) with AL,+ A:,+Ai,= 0 for all k, 1~ { 1,2,3}, 
i=l 
but A4 # (0), (A*)* # (0) and A* is 2-dimensional, hence A is a P-algebra, i.e. D 
is not associative. 
(iii) In [D2] theorem 10.1, we proved that the duplicate D of a 2-dimen- 
sional algebra A, in which all elements are zerodivisors, is associative. The 
proof revealed that in A the ideal A* consists of elements which are scalar 
multiples of a fixed element, so we can apply again theorem 3.2, since A* is 
one-dimensional. Just as in the previous case, an extension of the theorem to 
algebras of higher dimension is not possible: The 3-dimensional algebra A with 
basis ur, u2, us and basismultiplication ~2~3 = u2, u3ul = u1 , u: = u3, other pro- 
ducts zero, consists of zerodivisors only. Obviously A =A*, i.e. A2 is 
3-dimensional; it is easy to check that A4 # (0), (A*)* # (0) which implies that D 
is not associative. 
4. /3-ALGEBRAS AND THEIR DUPLICATES 
THEOREM 4.1. If A is a P-algebra over the field F, D its duplicate, (p : D -+ A* 
the homomorphism, defined by p[ Ci (xi @ y;)] = Ii Xi_Yi, N the nucleus in D, 
then N= ker p. 
PROOF. Since N> ker v, (corollary 2.2), we have only to show that any ele- 
ment d =xi @_yi in D (xi, yi EA) with d $ ker cp cannot be an N-element. 
Assume xi @yi EN, then xi 0 yi associates with each pair of elements in D, i.e. 
(xiOYi9 ZjO tj9 uk@~k}={zj@tj, xi@Yi* uk@uk}={zj@fj, uk@uk,xi@ 
_Yi}=O for all Zj, tj, Uk, uk in A. Following the reasoning in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2, the conclusion is that Xiyi is a scalar multiple of any element 
ZjtjZO in A2, in other words: AZ is a one-dimensional ideal in A, i.e. D is 
associative, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (i) If A is a P-algebra, then the nucleus N is a nontrivial 
ideal in the duplicate D. 
(ii) If A is an n-dimensional P-algebra, then dim Nln2 - 2, since dim A2r2. 
(iii) If A is a B-algebra, a, b E D, a $ N, b E N, then ab = 0 (lemma 2.1). Con- 
versely, if a C$ N, ab = 0, then b E N. Indeed: 
ab=(CXiOyi)(CZjOtj)=(CXiYi)O(Czjtj)=O 
I .i I i 
with X;, _Yi, Zj, tj EA. 
aeN, i.e. Ci x;v~#O, hence Cj Zjtj=O, which involves u,[ Cj Zj@ tj]=O, i.e. 
b E N. Note, however, that a $ N and ab E N in the duplicate of a P-algebra, 
does not necessarily imply b E N. This is apparent from the following example: 
If A is a 3-dimensional algebra with basis til, u2, u3 and basismultiplication 
UiU2=U2, tQUl=U3, U2U3=U1, other products zero, then A is a P-algebra. In 
the duplicate D we have u2 @ us $ N, 2.42 @ u1 $ N, but (~2 @ ~3)(~2 @ ~1) = ~10 
u~EN. 
THEOREM 4.3. Each nonassociative algebra A with a left or right regular ele- 
ment is a P-algebra. 
PROOF. If A is an associative algebra with left or right regular element, then 
D is strictly 4-associative ([D2], lemma 4.1), i.e. A is a P-algebra. Now let A 
be not-associative. If a is a left regular element in A, then aA = A, since the 
linear mapping L, is regular and hence a surjection. With each SEA we can 
find an element s E A such that r = as. It follows that A2 =A. If the duplicate 
D is associative, then ~(0) =A2 =A is also associative, a contradiction, hence 
A is a P-algebra. The same reasoning can be used, if a is a right regular element 
in A. 
5. P-ALGEBRAS IN WHICH AZ IS ASSOCIATIVE 
I. THEOREM 5.1. If A is a nonassociative algebra in which the ideal A2 is 
associative, then VC N in the duplicate algebra D. 
PROOF. Each element of I/ consists of a finite sum of elements of type 
{P, 4, r> and {P, 4, r s with p, q, r, s ED. The elements p, q, r and s are finite sums > 
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of type C i (Xi OUi), Cj (~j 0 tj), Ck (uk 0 ok) and C, (w, 0 d,) respectively, 
with X;, _Y;, Zj, tj, uk, uk, W,, d, EA. First of all we note that 
{xi@_!‘i,zj@ tj,ukOuk)(W,Odm) 
since A2 is associative. Hence the products {p,q,r}s are zero in D. It is easy 
to check that the same holds for the products sip, q, r}. Consequently 
~~m~,~},~,~}={~,{~,q,~},t}=(s,t,{p,q,r}}=O for all p,q,r,s,tED, i.e. 
{p, q, r} EN for all p, q, r E D. Therefore V c N. 
REMARKS. (i) If A is a P-algebra, A2 associative, then VG N= ker V. 
(ii) If A is an a-algebra, then the theorem is trivial, since D is associative, 
i.e. V= (0) and N= D, hence I/G N, even in the case that A2 is not-associative. 
(iii) If A is a P-algebra, A2 associative, then obviously V consists of finite 
sums of associators only. 
(iv) If A is a b-algebra, A2 associative, then D is strictly 4-associative and 
also (3,5)-associative (cf. section 1, (iii) and (iv)). 
(v) If A is associative (and hence A2 is associative) and if A has a left or 
right regular element, then A is a P-algebra (theorem 4.3). Moreover I/= N= 
ker cp and A zDD/V. (cf. [D2] lemma 4.1 and theorem 4.3). 
(vi) A couple of examples of associative P-algebras A with strictly 4- 
associative duplicates D, such that A = D/V, can be found in [D2], section 5. 
II. A P-algebra A with an associative A2 has a strictly 4-associative duplicate 
D in which either V is a proper subset of N= ker 9 or I/= N. If f: D-t D/V is 
the natural homomorphism and ~7 : D + A2 the well-known surjection, then the 
following diagram is commutative: 
A2 A D 
D/V 
The homomorphism w : D/V+ A2 is defined by w Ci (Xi @yi) = Ci Xiyi with 
f(Xi@yi):= Xi@yi* 
From 5.1. remark (v), it follows that v/ is an isomorphism in those cases 
where A is associative and equipped with a left or right regular element. Then 
A2 = A is associative and v/ : D/V-+ A is a surjection, even a bijection. If A2 
does not have left or right regular elements, i.e. if A2 consists of zerodivisors 
only, then y is not necessarily an isomorphism. We shall give two examples, 
already mentioned in [D2], section 7, of associative algebras A (hence with 
associative A2), both consisting of zerodivisors only, such that in the first 
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example w turns out to be a homomorphism which is not an isomorphism, 
whereas in the second example I,U is an isomorphism. 
EXAMPLES. (a) If A is the 3-dimensional algebra with basis U, u, w and 
basismultiplication uw= u, wu = U, w2 = w, other products zero, then A is 
associative and A =A2. The elements of A are zerodivisors. Because of an 
omission in the original text, we repeat the construction of the g-dimensional 
duplicate algebra D. We shall write u @ u = d, , u 0 u = d2, u @ w = d3, u 0 
u=d4, uQv=d5, v@w=d,, w@u=d,, w@u=d*, w@w=dg, then the 
multiplication of the basiselements in D is: di =d,, d6d7 =d4, d6d9 =d6, 
dS=d,, d9d7 =d,, d7d6 = d,, d7d9=d3, d9d6 =d,, di=d9, other products 
zero. D is strictly 4-associative, V= [d,, d2, d,, d5, d,] (i.e. the ideal, generated 
by d,,d2,d3,ds,ds) and N=kercp=[dl,d2,d3,d4,dS,ds]. Hence Vis a proper 
subset of N. 
B := D/V is a 4-dimensional algebra with basis, say, pl,p2,~3,~4 and 
basismultiplication p2p3 =pl , p2p4 =p2, p4p3 =p3, pi =p4, other products 
zero. In the diagram we find ker q=N, kerf= V, ker v/= [p,]. w is not an 
isomorphism. 
(b) The algebra B in example (a) is associative and its elements are zero- 
divisors. Moreover B2 = B is associative. The 16-dimensional duplicate algebra 
D is strictly 4-associative. Here we find that t,u : D/V+ B is an isomorphism (cf. 
[D2], section 7, second example), i.e. D/V=B. In this case V=N= ker (p. 
REMARK. From example (b) it follows that the existence of a left or right 
regular element in an associative algebra is sufficient but not necessary to 
guarantee the coincidence of N and V in D. 
LEMMA 5.2. If A is an associative &algebra with A =A2, then ab 0 c= 
a@bc in D/V for all a,b,coA. 
PROOF. {XOY, z 0 t, u@o} = (xy . zt)@(uo) - (xy) @ (zt. uu) is an element of 
V in D for each x, y, z, t, u, u EA. Hence (xy - zt) @ (UD) = (xy) @ (zt . UD) in 
D/V for all x, y, z, t, u, u in A. Since A =A2, each element x in A can be 
written in the form Ci xix,!, hence ab@c=( Ci aial)( Cj bjb~) @ ( Ck c&)= 
I , 
( Ci aiai) 0 ( Cj bjbj)( C k c&)=aObc for all a,b,c~A. 
COROLLARY 5.3. (cf. [D2], theorem 4.2) The existence of a left or right 
regular element and hence the existence of a left or right identity element in the 
associative algebra A is sufficient to ensure that w is an isomorphism. Indeed, 
if A has a left identity element e, then from w(p@ q) =pq=O, it follows that - - 
(p @ q) = ep 0 q = e @ pq = e @ 0 = 0. The same is true, if A has a right identity 
element. From example (b) we learn that the existence of a left or right regular 
element in an associative algebra A is not necessary to lead to an isomorphism 
between D/V and A. 
But the elements p @ q in D/V, with pq =0 in A, can also be zero, if the 
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algebra A has no regular elements. Each element x in A can be written as a finite 
sum of products xix,!, since A =A2. In particular, suppose p=plp2 and 
q=q1q2 withp2q=Oorpq,=0, thenp@q=plp2@q=p1 @p2q=(50rp@q= 
Poqlq2=Pql oq2=~. 
If we restrict ourselves to the basiselements inexample (b), we can establish that 
w~~w~=w~w~~w,=w~~w~w~=o, w,@w2=w2ws@w2=w2@wjw2=B, 
etc., summarizing: wi @ Wj= b for all wi, Wj with Wi Wj = 0 in A. Then clearly 
v/ is an isomorphism. ~__ 
In example (a) however, in which the elements a, a, u 0 w, o 0 u - - 
and w@v are clearly zero (u@u=~u~u=~@uu=~, u@u=wuOu= 
w @ UD =O, etc), the value of u 0 u seems problematic, if we only rely on ___ ____ - 
u @ u = u @ wu = uw @ u = u 0 U. However, u = uw is a special decomposition. 
The most general decomposition is u = (a, p, O)(il, p, p-i) with ar, /3, I, p E F. 
Hence 
oOu=(a,P,O)(1,~,P-‘)Ou 
And since the set W := {(a, p, 0) @ (p-l, O,O)} is the totality of elements of a 
residue class module V in D, it is easy to check that there are no scalars a, p E F 
such that (a, fl,O) @ (p-l, 90) = 0 in D. In other words: W# V, i.e. u 0 u $ V, 
hence u @ u #b. Therefore I+V is not an isomorphism in this case. 
6. P-ALGEBRAS IN WHICH A2 IS NOT-ASSOCIATIVE 
Let A be a p-algebra. If A2 is associative, then V c Nin D (theorem 5.1) and 
conversely, if I’ c N in D, then A2 %D/k’ is associative, since V is the smallest 
ideal Z in D such that D/Z is associative (section 1, (viii)). Therefore, if A2 is 
not-associative, then I/ in D contains an element x with xt$N. If V’ is the 
associator-ideal in A2, it is clear that ~(P’)c V’, since p[{x,y,z}]= 
{P(X), P(Y), do(z)) and (P]{x, y, z> tl = {P(X), CD(Y), v(z)). ~(0 for all x Y, z, t in D. 
On the other hand, if x’, y’, z’ and t’ are elements of A2, then we can find 
x, y, z, t in D, such that x’=cp(x), y’=p(y), z’=cp(z), t’=~p(t) and hence 
~[{x,y,z}] = {x’,y’,z’} and ~[(x,y,z}t] = {x’,y’,z’}P, in other words: p(V)= 
I”. And since N= ker VI, it follows that CJ-‘(~“) = I/+ N. This implies 
(l’+ N)/N= I”. 
LEMMA 6.1. If A is a nonassociative b-algebra, D its duplicate algebra, V the 
associator-ideal in D, N the nucleus in D, V fl N= Z and V’ the associator-ideal 
in A2, then I//I= I/‘. (cf [S], p. 10) 
PROOF. According to a well-known theorem in ringtheory, we can state that 
(V+ N)N= V/Z and therefore V/Z= V’. 
EXAMPLE (a). A is the not-associative 3-dimensional P-algebra with basis 
u, u, w and basismultiplication uu = u, u2 = U, w2= u, other products zero. 
A2 (#A) = [u, u] is also not-associative. In the 9-dimensional duplicate D we 
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find V=[U~U,U~U,~J~U,U@U] and N=[uOu,uOw,uOu,uOw,wOu, 
w 0 u, u @ u - w @ W] = ker p. Obviously D/N=A*. Now we find Z= Vfl N= 
[u@u,u@u], cp(V)=A*= V’, N+ V=D, hence (V+N)/N=D/N=A*= V’= 
v/z. 
The existence of a left or right regular element in an associative algebra 
A involves the existence of a left or right identity. If, however, A is not- 
associative, this is no longer true, as appears from the following 
EXAMPLE (b). Let A be the 2-dimensional algebra with basis a,b and 
basismultiplication a2 = b, ab = a, ba= b* = 0, then A is not-associative, the 
basiselement a is leftregular, nevertheless A has no left or right identity. 
The existence of a left or right regular element in an associative algebra A 
leads to isomorphism between D/V and A. This is no longer true if A is not- 
associative, even in the case in which A has a left or right identity. 
EXAMPLE (c). Let A be the 2-dimensional algebra with basis ui, u2 and 
basismultiplication U: = u;= 0, u1 u2 = u2, ~4~2.4~ = u1 . This example can be 
found in [D2], section 6, but because of a small incorrectness l.c. we repeat the 
details. A is not-associative, u1 + u2 is a left identity, A =A*. The 4-dimensional 
duplicate D with basis ui , u2, u3, u4 has the basismultiplication u: = u4, u;=u,, 
u2u3=u3, U3U*=U*, other products zero. The associators #O are { u2, u2, u3} = 
-039 {U~,U~,U~)=U~-U~Y {U3,U2,U2}=U4, {U2vU3,U))=Ul, {U3vU2,U3)=U3--1 
and {us,us,u2}=-“2. I/=D, henceAsD/V. 
In the class of n-associative algebras (cf. section 1, (iv)) there are lots of ex- 
amples in which A2 is not-associative. E.g.: 
EXAMPLE (d). Let A be the 2-dimensional algebra with basis a,b and 
basismultiplication a2 = a, ba= b* = b, ab =O. If A is taken over a field F of 
characteristic 2, this algebra is strictly %associative, hence A2 =A is not- 
associative. A tough calculation reveals that the duplicate D is strictly 
6-associative. V= [a @ b, b 0 a, b @ b] and N= [a 0 b, b @ a + b @ b], hence N 
is a proper subset of V. 
LEMMA 6.2. A 4-associative algebra A has a 7-associative duplicate D. 
PROOF. If A is an a-algebra, the statement is trivial, since D is (3-) associative 
and m-associativity implies n-associativity for any n L m 13. So let A be a /?- 
algebra, hence N= ker p in D. If dj (i = 1,2,3, . ..) are arbitrary elements in D 
with p(d;):=d; in A*, then ~[{d~,d2,d3,d4}]={d~,d2,~?3,d4}=0, since A and 
hence A2 is 4-associative. It follows that {di , d2, d3, d4} EN and {d,, d2, d3, 
d,}d,=O as well as d,{d2,d3,d4,d5} =0 in D (lemma 2.1). 
Since a 4-associative algebra is n-associative for any n L 4, q~ [{d,, d2, d3, d4, 
411 = {&~,,~,,d&} =o, i.e. {d,,d2,d3,d4,d5}EN. Then also {dl,d2,d3, 
d4,d5,d6} EN and hence 0= {&,&,&&&&} = {a,,a,,a,,a,,a,}a,+a{a,, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2(d,,d,,d,)(d,,d,,d,) EN. Finally (d,,d,,d3,dqrd5,d6,d7) ={d,,d~,d~,d~, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
d5,ds,d7) +(d,d,)(d,,d,,d,,d,,d,) -d1(d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,d7) =O, since the 4-, 
5- and 6-associators belong to N and ND = DN= (0) according to lemma 2.1. 
In other words: D is 7-associative. 
REMARK. If the algebra A is 5associative, then obviously {d,, d2, d3, d4, d5, de} = 
~d,,d2,d~,d~,d~}d~+2{d~,dz,d~~~d,,d,,d,}+d,~d,,d,,d,,d,,d,~ =2{dl,dz, 
d3} { d4, d,, ds) in D, since each 5associator belongs to N. Therefore, if A is an 
algebra over a field of characteristic 2, it is clear that the duplicate D is 
6-associative. This explains the result in example (d). 
In general, however, a strictly 5associative algebra A over a field of 
characteristic # 2 does not lead to a 6- (or even 7-) associative duplicate D, since 
in the development of a 7-associator (section 1, (iii)) products of 3- and 
4-associators appear, which need not be zero. 
Nevertheless there exist strictly 5-associative algebras A over a field of 
characteristic f2 with a strictly 7-associative duplicate algebra D: 
EXAMPLE (e). A is the 2-dimensional algebra with basis a,b and basis- 
multiplication a2 =a+ 6, ab=b, ba= b2=0. If p= (p1,p2), q=(q1,q2), r= 
(r,, r2), s = (s,, s2), t = (tl, t2) are elements of A, then {p, q, r} = (0, -pl q1 rl) and 
{p, q, r,s} = (0, -p, q1 rl.sl). Hence A is not 4-associative. Now it is easy to 
check that ~p,~,~,~,t~=~~p,q,~~,~,t~+{~,{q,~,~},t~+(p,q,{~,~,~~}=0, i.e. 
A is strictly 5-associative. After some calculation we find that each 5-associator 
in D is of type I (b 0 b) and therefore each 7-associator in D is zero. Since 
(a@a,a@a,a@a,a@a,a@a,a@a}=2(b@b)#O, D is not 6-associative. 
Consequently D is strictly 7-associative. 
Altogether we are led to the following generalization: 
THEOREM 6.3. A strictly n-associative algebra A (n~3) has a strictly k- 
associative duplicate algebra D, in which k is a natural number, satisfying 
3sks2n-1 for n is even and 3rks2n-2 for n is odd. 
PROOF. If A is an a-algebra, then D is associative and we are finished. Now 
let A be a P-algebra. If n is even, then in the development of the (2n- l)- 
associator: 
[Ia 1, .**, a2n-2k-21b2n-2k-1, .42n-11 
-{a 1, ...,a2n-2k-3)(a2n-2k-2, -..,ab-1>1 
each term contains at least one factor which is a p-associator with pm, and 
if n is odd, the same situation occurs in the development of the (2n -2)- 
associator: 
i al,a2, ...,a2n-21 = C al, . . . . a2n-2k-3){a2n-2k-2yeme9a2n-2)a 
(cf. section 1, (iii)). 
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Note that this is no longer true for (2n - 3)-, resp. (2n - 4)associators. Each 
p-associator with p L n belongs to N in D, since its p-image is a p-associator in 
A2 and therefore a p-associator in A, i.e. zero. 
Hence each product of a p-associator with pr n and an arbitrary element in 
D vanishes. As a consequence, each (2n - 1)-associator in D is zero, if n is even 
and each (2n - 2)-associator in D vanishes, if n is odd. 
The conclusion is that D is (2n - 1)-associative if n is even and D is (2n - 2)- 
associative if n is odd. This does not mean, however, that D is strictly (2n - l)-, 
resp. (2n -2)-associative. But positively there exists a k such that D is strictly 
k-associative with /cl 2n - 1 if n is even and kl2n - 2 if n is odd. 
7. SPECIAL ALGEBRAS A IN WHICH A2 IS ASSOCIATIVE 
From theorem 5.1 it follows that each P-algebra A in which A2 is associative, 
has a strictly 4-associative duplicate algebra D. More precisely: If A2 is 
associative, then {x,y,z}t=x{y,z, t} = 0 for all x,y,z, t in D. This implies that 
each associator in D belongs to the nucleus in D, i.e. VC N. That’s why D is 
also called (3,5)-associative. 
As a matter of fact each associative P-algebra A satisfies this condition. More 
generally, associativity of A2 implies that the products (xy)(zt)(uo) are stable 
for all x,y,~, t, u, o EA. Then it is clear that not only associative algebras, but 
also 4-PA, SPA and 6-PA algebras satisfy this condition (cf. section 1, (vi)). 
This implies: 
THEOREM 7.1. A strictly n-PA P-algebra A with 3 lns6 has a strictly 
4-associative duplicate algebra D. 
PROOF. This follows from Theorem 5.1 and remark (iv) in the same section. 
EXAMPLES. (i) The P-algebra A with basis ut, u2, u3,uq, us and basismulti- 
plication ~4: = u2, u2ul = u3, ui u2 = u4, u1u3=u1u4=u;=u3u1=u4u1=u5, 
other products zero, is 4-PA. Some calculation reveals an 21-dimensional 
nucleus N= ker (p, such that D/N= A2 = [u2, u3, u4, us], an associative ideal. V 
is a 6-dimensional ideal in the 25-dimensional strictly 4-associative duplicate 
algebra D and VC N. 
A2 z D/N= (D/V)/(N/V), such that ker w = N/V is a 15-dimensional ideal 
in the 19-dimensional algebra D/V. 
N.B.: A is a nilpotent algebra with index 5. 
In the commutative diagram 




N= ker v, is 21-dim., V= ker f is 6-dim. and N/V= ker w is 15-dim. 
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(ii) The P-algebra A with basis ul, u2, u3, u4 and basismultiplication ui u2 = 
u2 U, = u3, u: = u4, other products zero, is a commutative strictly 5-PA algebra. 
A2 = [u3, u4] is associative and hence N= ker p is a 16dimensional ideal in the 
16-dimensional duplicate algebra D. Here V is 2-dimensional (= [u3 0 u4 - 
u4 @ u3, u4 @ u4]), so D/V is 1Cdimensional. 
Therefore ker v/ is a 12-dimensional ideal in D/V. 
N.B.: Again A is a nilpotent algebra with index 5. 







REMARKS. (a) In both examples the algebra A is nilpotent with index 5. A 
nilpotent algebra with index k is a special case of a k-PA algebra; each k- 
product has the value 0, whatever the bracketing may be. It should be stressed 
that a nilpotent algebra of index k is not necessarily strictly k-PA. In example 
(i) the algebra A is nilpotent of index 5, and at the same time A is strictly 4-PA. 
In general: If an algebra A is nilpotent with index k, then A is strictly m-PA 
with msk. 
(b) Obviously A2#A in both examples. This is not the consequence of a 
special choice of these examples. On the contrary, in a strictly n-PA algebra 
with nr4 it never occurs that A2 =A, since n-prod-associativity of A implies 
[#n + +I-prod-associativity in A2 for n L 7 and (3-)associativity in A2 for n = 4,5 
or 6. 
8. THE DUPLICATE OF AN n-P/4 ALGEBRA 
As a matter of fact it is quite natural to generalize theorem 7.1. Of course 
it is immediate that the duplicate algebra D of an n-PA algebra A is k- 
associative for a certain k, since an n-PA algebra is n-associative (section 1, 
(vi)). This follows from theorem 6.3. 
This result is, however, hardly spectacular. We can say more: If A is a strictly 
n-PA P-algebra with n~7, then A2 is strictly [in ++I-PA and each [+n ++I- 
product in D has an image under the mapping p, which is a stable [$++I- 
product in A2. Let us write [+n + +] = k, then the difference of two k-products 
in D lies in N, since its image under the mapping ~0 is 0 in A2. 
A k-product is denoted by Pg)(q, . . . , CQ), where s( E { 1,2, . . . ,j}) indicates a 
certain bracketing; j is the number of possible bracketings of a k-product; 
j=(l/k)(y:f). (cf. [RI, 6.1 and 8.13). 
Then [ Pt’)(a,, . . . , ~7~) - Pp)(a, , . . . . ak)]ak+l =0 and a,[P~‘)(a2, .. . . ak+i)- 
P(t2)(a k 2, . . . . ok+l)] =o for all ai, . . . . ak+,~Dandallbracketingsfi~{1,2,...,j}. 
A k-associator { ai, . . . , ak} in D is the sum of k-products al . . . ak in that 
order. The number of k-products with positive sign equals the number of k- 
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products with negative sign, hence {~~,...,a~} EN (cf. [RI, 6.6 and [B,], 
section 2). As a consequence {al,...,ak}~k+l=a1{~2,...,uk+1}=0 for all 
al, -.-,Qk+l in D. Then also {al,...,a,}a,+,=al{a2,...,a,+l}=0 for all 
ul, . . . , a,, , in D with r? k, since an r-associator is the sum of (r - 1)-associators 
and ultimately the sum of k-associators. It follows that each product {a,, . . . , a,} 
(a,+b . . . . ap}, in which either r?k or (and) p - rzk, is zero for arbitrary 
al, . . . , ap E D. In the development of the (2k - 1)-associator, as employed in the 
proof of theorem 6.3, each term consists of a product of two (generalized) 
associators or of a product of an associator and an element, such that in each 
term exactly one of the factors is an m-associator with mr k. Even in the 
development of the (2k - 2)-associator the same phenomenon can be noticed, 
but here only if k is an odd number. However, in the development of an s- 
associator with s< 2k- 2 it is no longer possible; in this case there is at least 
one term, consisting of the product of two associators, both of degree <k. In 
other words: D is (2k - 1)-associative if k is even and D is (2k - 2)-associative 
if k is odd. 
Since k = [+I + 31, it follows that 2k - 1 = n - 1 if n is even and 2k - 1 = n if 
n is odd, 2k - 2 = n - 2 if n is even and 2k - 2 = n - 1 if n is odd. Summarizing 
we find 
THEOREM 8.1. If A is a strictly n-PA algebra with n ~5, then the duplicate 
algebra D is n-associative if n is odd and k is even, (n - 1)-associative if n is even 
and k is even or n is odd and k is odd, (n -2)-associative if n is even and k is 
odd. (k : = [+I + 31) 
REMARKS. (a) Obviously an n-PA algebra A with n L 5, has an n-associative 
duplicate algebra D under all circumstances. 
(b) The theorem is valid, not only for n17, but also for n = 5 and n =6. 
Indeed, for n = 5 or 6 the ideal A2 is associative and hence D is 3- or 4-asso- 
ciative (theorem 7.1). For n =4 the theorem does not apply (cf. example (i) in 
section 7). 
(c) A strictly k-PA algebra is k-associative (section 1, (vi)), but this does not 
mean that the algebra is strictly k-associative. 
E.g.: The 4-dimensional algebra A with basis ul, u2, u3, u4 and basismulti- 
plication u1 u2 = u2 u1 = u3, u: = u4, other products zero, is strictly 5-PA, but it 
is also strictly 4-associative, hence A is not strictly 5-associative. (Note, 
however, that a strictly 4-PA algebra is of course strictly 4-associative). Making 
use of this knowledge, we see that in our theorem D is not necessarily strictly 
n-, (n -l)-, resp. (n-2)-associative, even if A is a P-algebra. Indeed, A2 is 
strictly k-PA but possibly m-associative with m< k. Since m-associativity of 
A2 implies that all m-associators in D lie in ZV, there exists a number s with 
’ s<2k- 2, such that all s-associators in D are zero, i.e. D is s-associative and 
this is associativity of a lower degree than mentioned in the theorem. 
As we mentioned in Remark (a) in section 7, a nilpotent algebra with index 
n is a special case of an n-PA algebra. In such an algebra A each n-product is 
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zero and it is clear that for n 2 7 each k-product (k = [+n + 31) in A2 is also 
zero. Therefore, if A is a nilpotent algebra with index n, then in the duplicate 
algebra D each k-product itself, and not only the difference of two k-products, 
belongs to N. Hence each r-product (ai . . . a,)(~,+ 1 . . . a,) with p2 k or (and) 
r-p r k vanishes in D. The number s, such that each s-product in D can be writ- 
ten as the product of an n,- and an n2-product (ni + n2 =s) with either nl or 
n2 2 k, is s = 2k - 1. This is the smallest number for which (c, . . . a, = 0 for all 
aI, . . . , a, ED. In other words: each (2k - I)-product in D is zero. A2 is nilpotent 
with index k, which involves that there are (k- I)-products #O in A2. As a 
consequence there is a (2k - %)-product in D of type (a, . . . a,+ I)&. . . azk_ 2), 
such that neither a, . . . a&, nor ak . . . o2k_2 belong to N in D and hence 
(a , . . . ak-,)(ak... a2,_2) 20 (corollary 4.2, (iii)). Therefore D is nilpotent of in- 
dex 2k - 1. We have proved: 
THEOREM 8.2. If A is a nilpotent p-algebra with index n (r5), then the 
duplicate D is a nilpotent algebra with index n if n is odd and with index n - 1 
if n is even. 
REMARK. The theorem is valid, not only for n 2 7, but also for n = 5 or 6, for 
the same reason as in theorem 8.1. 
EXAMPLE. A is the 4-dimensional algebra with basis u,, u2, u3, u4 and basis- 
multiplication Uf = u2, 2 UIU~=U~, U4=U1, other products zero. This algebra is 
nilpotent with index 7 (the only 6-products #0 are the products of type 
(a1a2)(a3a4. aSa,)). A2 is a nilpotent ideal of index 4. The only 6-products f0 
in D are of type (b, . b2b3)(b4. b5b6) and all 7-products are zero. I.e. D is 
nilpotent of index 7. 
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